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Hello there, ‘Bentmiles
fans. This is Nolan Lloyd
Tucker talking about my
two cents. I have a few
concerns that I would like
to discuss. Let’s start with
concern number one: the
stock market.
Just in case you don’t
know, the stock market is
sky diving until it reaches
twenty thousand leagues
under the sea. I mean, just
take a look at it! It’s like
we are entering another
Great Depression! Imagine
if this would happen every
seventy years. And if the
eight hundred fifty billion
dollar bailout was signed,
it just makes it worse.
Soon, we would have to
pay so much money, that
our eyes would show
dollar signs if we saw a
penny on the street. What
is the cause of this
outrage? Oil prices?

Buying not enough video
games just to get a profit?
Three words: bad
mortgage loans. Oh God,
please don’t make the
stock market crash again!
Now let’s get serious. On
to concern number two.
The bailout, here is the
info: Senate passes the bill,
700 billion dollar bailout
turned to 850 billion dollar
bailout, and it looks like
the people of Congress are
about to vote “Yea”. Those
are the facts. Now, thanks
to the increase of the
bailout, the amount of
taxes would skyrocket if it
were ever signed by the
President. It would be the
same for seniors who get
social security payments! I
know that it would help
businesses, but if it would
support the stock market
going up, I’ll stay content
of the bill being signed. If
not, then bailout my foot!
Now on to number three:
the election of the
presidents. Do you know
the Colbert Report? Steven
Colbert, the host, is the
funny person of the show.

He loves picking on the
electoral candidates (not
bush, though, because he
only is spamming.) I
would vote for McCain
and Palin, because they
would reduce the financial
problems. Obama, on the
other hand, wants
kindergarteners to learn
about sex education. I
mean, a couple of years
ago, they were giving to
sex education to fifth
graders. I’m with McCain
all the way! Also, in 2005
McCain worked to pass a
bill that would place a
federal regulator to oversee
Fannie and Freddie. Hats
off to you, McCain!
So, here are the headlines
for this month: Stock
market looks like it’s going
to crash! 700 billion dollar
bailout turned to an 850
dollar bailout, is signed by
the Senate! Just as Bugs
Bunny said, “That’s all,
folks!”

